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The part icle-unbound nucleus 13Be was populated in fragmentation reactions using the
method of sequential-neutron-decay-spectroscopy (SNDS) at 0”.  The observed central  peak
in the relative velocity spectrum is most likely fust  evidence for low lying s-wave strength
with a scattering length of n. < -10 fm. This virtual state as  the ground state of ‘8Be
would make it unbound with respect to 12Be and a neutron by < 200 keV.

PACS numbers: 2720.+n,  Zl.lO.Dr, 25.70.Mn

The observation of low lying 8-w&ve  strength in
neutron-rich nuclei along and beyond the drip line play
a crucial role in the description of halo  nuclei. The 8-
wave ground state in ‘eLi is necessary in order to d+
scribe the twc+neutron  halo nucleus “Li  [l,Z].  Low-lying
s-w8xe  strength in these nuclei  is  also  crucial  for the dis-
covery of Efimov states (3-51.  Some marginally bound
three-body systems can have one or even several bound
excited states. These excited Efimov states will be near
to the three-body threshold and of large spatial dimen-
sions, for nuclear systems possibly on the order of 100
fm [I?].  One possible candidate for the observation of the
elusive Efimov states  could be 14Be  [4]. I t  is  also another
two-neutron halo nucleus  where the understanding of i ts
structure depends on the presence of an *-wave  ground
state in ‘8Be  [7-g].  14Be is bound by only 1.34f0.11 MeV
[lo]  end the sub-system ‘8Be  is unbound. Several the-
oretical calculations predicted a 2~~18  ground instead of
the ld8,8 state (11-141.  A microscopic cluster model pxe-
dieted  ISBe  to be even slightly bound [12] although the
resul ts  are  consis tent  with a  very low lying unbound state
within the uncertainty of the calculation8 (131. From the
systematic8 of N = 9 nuclei  it is expected that the 2a1,8
state, which is already the ground state in “C!  [l&17],
lies 2 MeV  below the ld8,8 state in 13Be.  This would po-
sit ion the s-state  very close to the neutron binding energy
PI.

The first measurement indicating that ‘8Be  is actu-
ally unbound were made about 30 years ago [19,20],  al-
though the latter paper indicated that 14Be was  also un-
bound. The “non-existence” of ISBe  wa8  verif ied in 1973
1211.  An unbound state in ‘8Be  at l.S(S)MeV relative
to the neutron separation threshold was  detected in the
reaction “C(‘Li,8B)‘3Be,  however with limited statis-
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tics [18,22].  Subsequent measurements reported states
at 2.01(5) MeV  111)  in the reaction 1sC(‘“C,“0)‘3Be
which was tentitatively  assigned to be a 5/Z+  state.  This
state w&s  confirmed in a radioactive beam experiment us-
ing the inverse kinematic reaction d(12Be,p)‘8Be  (231. A
broad low lying ~-W&W  state would have been difficult
to observe in these experiments [11,23].  However, a re
cent experiment using the reaction ‘rC(11B,12N)‘3Be  ob-
served in addition to the state at 2 MeV  a broad (r = 1
MeV)  state at 800(90)  keV [24].  The limited resolution
of the experiment did not allow the determination of the
pari ty of  this  s tate .

For the search for low-lying s-w8.v~  strength in ISBe,
we uti l ized the method of sequential  neutron decay spec-
troscopy (SNDS)  [25] which wa first applied to study
ground state decays in ‘8Li [26].  An 80 A.MeV  ‘80 beam
~88  fragmented on a 94 mgfcn?  thick 9Be  target. Neu-
trons at 0” were detected in coincidence with charged
fragments of charge&-mass ratio of 3, which  were de-
flected with the quadrupole-dipole  magnet  combinat ion.
The neutron-fragment relat ive velocity which is  directly
related to the decay energy of the system WBS  calculated
from the fragment energy and the t ime-of-fl ight measured
between the fragment and the neutron. Details  about the
experimental  setup and analysis can be found in Ref.  [27]
and preliminary results for “Be  were presented in Ref.
PI.

Figure 1 shows the relat ive velocity spectrum of neu-
trons in coincidence with ‘8Be.  It shows a fairly sharp
central  peak on top of a broad background similar  to the
spectrum observed for ‘eLi (271  which indicates a state
in  ‘8Be  with a very small  decay energy.

The results of a simulation including the detector ge-
ometry and efficiencies of the decay of a d818  state at 2
MeV  is  shown a8 the dashed curve. It  clearly does not ac-
count for the central  peek. Although the data show hint8
of an enhancement in the region of the calculated peak,
i t  is  not  s tat is t ical ly signif icant  because the eff iciency for
large decay energies is small. In order to fit the cen-
tral peak we analyze the data assuming the presence of
a low lying s-wave  in “Be  fol lowing the descript ion of
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